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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to develop a technique for investigating stability of the discrete Volterra 
difference quations. Such a theory is largely nonexistent at this time and should be developed 
before any significant progress can be made in the stability theory for numerical methods for 
Volterra equations. There are, at present, only a few papers dealing with the stability theory 
for numerical solution of general Volterra integral and integro-differential equations and most of 
them are devoted to the stability analysis of Volterra linear difference quations with constant 
coefficients (stationary type) or of convolution type. 
For example, in [1] the asymptotic behaviour of the solution is established for renewal equa- 
tions which are linear difference Volterra equations with nonnegative coefficients. The paper [2] 
contains tability conditions for the class of (p, a) linear multistep methods applied to Volterra 
convolution integral and integro-differential equations obtained by using the discrete version of 
Wiener-Paley theorem for the convolution difference Volterra equations. In [3], stability criteria 
for difference quations of Volterra-type with degenerate kernel are derived. 
A powerful tool for stability investigation of different types of equations is the so-called irect 
Liapunov method (see, e.g., [4,5]). 
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For finite-order equations, this method allows to formulate stability conditions in terms of 
existence of Liapunov functions which depend on finite number of argument [6,7]. In [8], the 
authors proved similar results for difference quations of unbounded order and, by the aid of 
suitable Liapunov functions, they derive some stability criteria for the class of linear multistep 
methods for Volterra integro-differentiai equations. Applications of Liapunov direct method and 
some stability conditions for Volterra discrete quations were obtained in {9,10]. In connection 
with these papers, it appeared clear to the authors that the bulk of the task in applying their 
results was the fantasl/in constructing the "right" Liapunov function. Then, the problem arises 
to create some formal procedure which would lead with no help of fantasl/to explicit form of 
several Liapunov functions and as a consequence of this to the corresponding stability conditions 
for the discrete quations under consideration. Once a list of stability conditions is obtained, we 
can choose the most useful for our difference quations. 
Such procedure will be created in this paper which is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, we recall the theorem we have proven in [8] which will be useful in all the paper 
and we describe the procedure which consists of four successive steps A-D. Then, we illustrate 
the effect of such procedure on a known example of finite order difference quations. 
In the successive two sections, we apply the described procedure to the case of general linear 
unbounded order difference quations. In particular in Sections 3 and 4, we consider, respectively, 
the case of the Volterra difference quations with constant and variable coefficients and, thanks 
to the procedure, we obtain for them many different asymptotic stability conditions formulated 
immediately in terms of the characteristics of equations under considerations. In Section 5, the 
case of nonlinear Volterra difference quation is investigated. 
Finally, in Section 6, we use the ideas of the previous ections for deriving stability conditions 
for numerical methods for Volterra integro-differential equations. 
In particular, we consider the class of Volterra linear multistep methods, we have already 
considered in the recent paper [8] and we show how the procedure allows us to construct a new 
Liapunov functional for the same equations which permit us to prove stability of the method at 
least for sufficiently small value of the stepsize. Moreover, we prove that such functional leads 
to the known stability conditions when the integro-differential problem reduces to an ordinary 
differential system. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let S be a space of sequences whose elements belong to R n and let f : N x S --* R ~ be a 
functional such that f( i , l /o, l /x,. . .  ,l/~,... ) does not depend on l/j for j > i and f ( i ,O, . . .  ,0) = O, 
for all i. Let us consider the following general Volterra difference quations: 
l/i+x = F( i , l / i_ l , . . . ,  l/i, f ( i , l /o, . . . , l / i )) ,  i = O, 1 . . . .  , l / i  e R '~, (2.1) 
where F : N x R (z+2)n --, R n and l is a given nonnegative integer. It is supposed that the 
solution of equation (2.1) exists for all initial conditions belonging to some domain D containing 
the origin. 
Initial conditions for equation (2.1) are given by the set of vectors {l/-t,.. . ,  l/0}. If initial 
conditions are zero, (2.1) has the zero solution. We should like to investigate stability of the zero 
solution with respect o the disturbances of initial conditions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Thezero solution o[(2.1)/s said to be 
(1) stable i fVe > O, there exists a 6 = 5(e) > 0 such that I[l/~ll < e, i > 0 if Ill/ill < 6(e), 
- !  <_ j <_ o; 
(2) asymptotically stable if it is stable and limi-.oo l / i= 0, for a/ / ( l / - l , . . . ,  l/0) /tom some 
domain Q C R (t+l)n which/s named as an attraction domain of the zero solution. 
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Remark that if the zero solution is stable, then the solution of (2.1) exists for all initial condi- 
tions belonging to some domain D. 
Stability conditions proven in [8] are formulated in terms of the functionals V : N x S --, R 
such that V(i, yo,.. .  ,y~,.. .)  - V(i, yo,... ,y~) and scalar continuous nondecreasing functions 
wj : R + --* R +, ~ (0) = 0. 
The reader is referred to [8] for a comprehensive coverage of the subject; nevertheless here, 
to facilitate the exposition we report Theorem 3.1 from the paper [8] and we write it in a more 
general form which will be useful in the sequel. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [8].) Assume that in some domain ((i > O) x (IlY~I[ <- r)) C N x S, /or  some 
r > 0 there exists a functional V and the functions Wl - w3 such that for any i >_ 0, the following 
relations are valid: 
(i) ~l(llwll) < v ( i ,v_ , . . . ,w) ;  
(ii) V(0, Y-l . . . . .  V0) -< w2(max(I[Y-t[I,..., IlY0[I}); 
(iii) AV = Y(i  + 1,y-l , . . . ,y~,y~+l) - V( i ,y_ l , . . .  ,y~) <_ -ws(llY~ll) (or <_ 0), then the zero 
solution of (2.1) is asymptotically stable (or stable). 
REMARK 2.1. Some assumptions of Theorem 2.1 can be weakened. Thus, for example, instead 
of the estimate from below (i) (i.e., the requirement of positive definiteness of the functional V) 
it is sufficient o assume that 
(iv) V(i, v - t , . . . ,  w) > wl(l lw + F3(/, V - t , . . . ,  W-~)II), (2.2) 
where Fa is a functional Fa : N x S --* R n, Fs( i ,0, . . .  ,0) = 0 such that the zero solution of the 
equation 
yd + Fa(i ,y-z, . . .  ,Y~-I) = 0 (2.3) 
is asymptotically stable. This hypothesis can be useful because in some cases the stability inves- 
tigation of the latter difference quations i  simpler than the original one. 
2.1. Descr ipt ion of  the  P rocedure  
In connection with Theorem 2.1, a natural question arises about the ways of constructing the 
functional V. The essence of the procedure proposed below is to construct Liapunov functions 
for some auxiliary specially constructed difference quations depending on finite number of steps 
instead of doing it directly for the unbounded order difference quation (2.1). 
This number of steps is an additional parameter that must be chosen at the process of the 
procedure application. Remark that the functionals of paper [8] are inside the framework of this 
procedure. 
The proposed procedure consists of the following steps. 
(A) Right-hand side F of equation (2.1) must be represented either in the form 
F = F~(i, W-~, W-~+I ,  • • •, W) + F~(i, V-t, V-~+l , . . . ,  W), 
(2.4) 
F I ( i ,0 , . . .  ,0) =- 0, F2(i ,0, . . .  ,0)  = 0, 
or in the form 
F = V l ( i , y~-~,y~- ,+ l , . . .  ,y~) + AF2(i, v - ,  y-t+1,... ,w), (2.5) 
(B) 
where r >_ 0 is any fixed integer which for Volterra equation can be chosen arbitrary and 
the operator A is defined by (iii) of Theorem 2.1. 
For auxiliary difference quation of order r + 1 
Xi+l = Fl(i, x~_~-, x~-~+I,. . . ,  x~), (2.6) 
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one must construct Liapunov functional v(i,z~_,,... ,zi) satisfying conditions of some 
stability theorems, e.g., satisfying the estimates 
w4(llx, ll) _< vCd,.~,~_,r,..., X,), 
v(O, X - . r , . . . ,  XO) _< ~sCmax{llx-. , - l i , . . . ,  IIxoII}), 
AV = v(i  + 1, X i+ l - ' r , . . .  , xivFI(  ~,' X i - . r , . . .  , ~i)) -- 'O(d, Xi-- .r , . . . ,  Xi) ~ --WS(IIx, II). 
(2.7) 
(C) Represent the required functional V as a sum V = V1 + V2 where 
vlCi, y_~,. . . ,  y,) = vCd, y~_, , . . . ,  y,), (2.8) 
if representation (2.4) is used, or 
vlCi, ~_ , , . . .  ,~,) = ,~(i, y , _ , , . . . ,  y,-~, y~ - v2(i ,  ~_z , . . . ,  ~,)), (2.9) 
if representation (2.5) is used. 
(D) Choose V2(i,y-z,... ,y~) in such a way that the functional V = V1 + V2 will satisfy the 
hypotheses ofTheorem 2.1 or remark to it. 
REMARK 2.2. We want to stress that the construction of the functional V1 is a task easier than 
the direct construction ofthe whole functional V, because it is related to a finite order difference 
equation. Moreover, the construction of the second part V2 of the functional derives almost 
automa~cally from the choice of V1 as can be observed in the sequel of the paper. For these 
reasons V1 will be referred to as a main component of the required functional V. 
REMARK 2.3. The realization of the various teps of the procedure (i.e., the choice of the num- 
ber r, the splitting of the functional F, and the construction of Liapunov functional v) can be 
fl,lfilled nonuniquely. This nonuniqueness has to be essentially used, because, depending on vari- 
ous resulting functionals V, we could obtain different stability conditions and also different parts 
of the stability domain of the considered difference quation. 
REMARK 2.4. If representation (2.5) is used, the resulting functional V could appear to be only 
nonnegative d finite with respect to the variables Yi; in other words, since from (2.9), V1 depends 
not only on y~ but also on F2, it may happen that V does not easily satisfies Assumption (i) of 
Theorem 2.1. In such a case, Condition (iv) of Remark 2.1 with F3 = -F2 should be used and 
thus, from (2.3) additional investigation about stability of the zero solution of equation 
Yi -- F2( i ,~- l , . . . ,  ~/i-1) = 0 (2.10) 
is required. 
2.2. A F in i te-Order Example 
Let us illustrate the proposed procedure for the second order scalar equation with constant 
coefllcients 
Yi+l = a0yi  Jc a ly i -1 .  (2.11) 
From algebraic Schur criterion it is known that the exact domain of asymptotic stability for 
equation (2.11) is given by inequalities 
[a1[ < 1, [ao[ < -a l  + 1. (2.12) 
Let us investigate what part of the stability domain (2.12) can be obtained by applying the 
proposed procedure. For this purpose, we must specify r, FI, F2, and v. 
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SECTION 2.2.1. Assume first that r = 0. 
(A) Then, the right-hand side of (2.11) is already represented in the form (2.4) if we put 
F l ( i , l / i )  = aoy i ,  f2 ( i , l / -1 , .  . . , l / i )  = a ly i -1 .  




Xi+l ~--- aoxi. 
Choose as Liapunov function for this equation v(i, xi)  = [xi] and also w4(x) = ws(x)  = x, 
 B(x) = (IGoI- 1)x, IGoI < 1. 
Since representation (2.4) is used we have VI(i, l/-1,..., l/i) = [Yi[. 
Now, V2 has to be constructed in such a way that V satisfies Theorem 2.1. Since (iii) is 
the most difficult condition to fulfill, let us start by applying the operator A to the main 
component of V 
AV1 = V l ( l l -1 , . . . ,  l/ i , l/ i+l) - -  Yl(l/-1, • • • , l/i) = [Gol/~ + al l / i - l [  - -  II/,I 
<- (IGO] - 1)I//+ [alyi-1]. 
(2.13) 
Now, it is clear that the main role of 112 consists of neglecting the positive addendum of (2.13) 
in such a way that AVI + AV2 could be nonpositive. For this purpose, it is sufficient o put 
V2 ~---fall/i-l[. Then, 
AV ~-[aol/i -~-al l / i_ l l -[-[Gl l / i [ -  [Yi[- ]a ly i - l l  _< --(1 - - [a0[ -  [al[)ll/i [, 
and Theorem 2.1 is satisfied with 
V( i , l / -1 , . . .  , l / i )  --" il/il + [alyi-ll, 
Wl(X) ---- ~, W2(X) = (1 + Jail)x, 
w3(x) = (1 - IGOI -  lall)X, IGOI + lall < 1. 
So, the procedure we propose leads to the stability condition 
IGOI +[al[ < 1, (2.14) 
which is only a part of exact stability domain (2.12). 
SECrrION 2.2.2. Now, let us use the representation (2.5) with r = 0. 
CA) Put 
F1(i, l / i)  = (GO + al)l/i, F2( i , l / -1 , ' . .  , l / i-1) --- -a l l~ i -1 .  (2.15) 
(B) Then, the auxiliary difference quation (2.6) is 
Zi+l = (G0 -{- a l )x i ,  
for which we take as Liapunov function vi i, x i)  = x 2. 
(C) Formula (2.9) of the procedure gives 
Vl ( i , y -1 , . . .  ,y~) = (l/i + all/i-l) 2. (2.16) 
(D) Once again, in order to choose 112 let us apply operator A to Vx 
AV 1 = [(a O -}- a l )  2 -  1] y2 + 2at(GO +al -  l)l/ i l/ i-1. (2.17) 
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In this case, the role of V2 is to make AV1 + AV2 a quadratic form which could be negative 
definite. For this purpose, it is sufficient to put V2 -- [a1(1 - ao - al)lY~_1. Then, 
AV'  = [ (a  0 -k- o,1) 2 - 1 + lax(1 - ao - a l ) [ ]  9 2 
- 2 [a1(1  - ao  - a l ) ]~ , / '~ , / -1  - -  l a1 (1  - ao  - a1) [y2_1  
is a quadratic form in the variables ~/~, Yi-1 which is negative definite if and only if 
(2.18) 
1 - (ao +a l )  2 > 2 lax(1  - ao  - a l ) l .  (2.19) 
Moreover, by Rayleigh quotient theorem (see, for example, [Ii, p. 156]), the results 
where A1 _< A2 < 0 are the eigenvalues of the negative definite matrix related to the quadratic 
form (2.18). 
In conclusion, Theorem 2.1 with (iv) instead of (i) is satisfied by assuming 
2 V(~,~/ -1 , . . .  ,Yi) = (~i "4- a i~ i -1)  2 + ]a1(1 - a0 - a l ) lY i -1 ,  
{~I(X) = X 2, F3(~,y -1 , . . .  ,~ i - I )  = a1~i-1,  
w2(x)  = [(1 + lal[) 2 -~-[a1(1 - ax - ao)[] x 2, ~3(x)  = ~2 x2. 
Moreover, by virtue of Remark 2.1, we must require that the zero solution of equation y~ + 
aly~-l=0 be asymptotically stable. Necessary and sufficient condition of this is 
l a l l  < 1. (2.20) 
But inequality (2.20) follows from (2.19) and we conclude that this way of the procedure realiza- 
tion gives stability condition (2.19). 
Inequality (2.19) gives some additional values of parameters ao, al, comparing with (2.14). For 
example, the value a0 = I is not admitted by (2.14) but from (2.19) it follows that equation (2.11) 
is asymptotically stable for ao -- 1, ff -2 < 3al < 0. 
SECTION 2.2.3. Further consider the case r = 1. 
(A) Put Fl(i,y~-1,y~) = aoy~ + aly~-1, F2(i,y-1,... ,y~) = 0. 
(B) It means that the auxiliary equation (2.6) coincides with the original equation (2.11). 
Taking into account the linearity of the auxiliary equation with respect to y~_ 1 and Yi it is 
natural to seek v(i, yi-l,y~) as a quadratic form v -- zTDz~,  where z~ is a column vector 
z~ = (Y~-I, Yi) T, matrix D= (djk) is a 2 x 2 symmetric matrix solution of the equation 
AT DA - D = -C ,  
A=(  0al aol) '  (2.21) 
where C is a 2 x 2 nonnegative definite matrix. To be more specific, let us assume C 
equals to the identity matrix 12, then the results 
2 dxl = 1 + aid22, d21 = ala0(1 - a1)-ld22, 
d22 = 2(1 - a l ) (1  + a l )  -1  [(1 - a l )  2 - a~] -x .  (2.22) 
(C) Then Vii i ,  y - i , . . .  ,y~) = z~Dz i .  
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(D) Since 
( Y' ) = Az,, Zi+l = aoyi + a ly i -1  
where A is given in (2.21), we obtain 
AV1 T zTDz, z• (ATDA D) z, -z:Cz,  ---- z i+ iDz i+ 1 - = - = 
= _ZTi Z, ~ _y2 ,  
and a natural choice for V2 is V2 = 0. Therefore, we put 
V(i, Y-l,..., Yi) = z[Dzi. 
Now, in order to satisfy (i) of Theorem 2.1, we assume that the matrix D with entries in (2.22) 
is positive definite, which is true if inequalities (2.12) are valid and we denote with 0 < Sl _< s2 
the eigenvalues of such matrix. Once again, by virtue of P~yleigh's theorem, the results 
z~r Dzi > Sly 2, 
and (i) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied by assuming Wl(X) = six 2. Analogously (ii) is fulfilled by 
putting w2(x) = s2x 2 and (iii) is obviously satisfied with w3(x)=x 2.
Finally, we deduce that equation (2.11) is asymptotically stable under conditions (2.12) and the 
procedure succeeds in furnishing the whole stability domain. 
3. L INEAR VOLTERRA CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
In this section, we want to derive stability conditions by the aid of the procedure for the scalar 
Volterra equations 
i 
Yi+l = ~'~aSYi-s, i ~ O, (3.1) 
S=0 
where a s are some constants and y~ = 0 for i < 0. 
For the sake of clarity, we shall study only the cases where the auxiliary difference qua- 
tious (2.6) are of first and second order. Nevertheless, we think that these cases capture the 
essential features of the general approach. 
3.1.  The Case 7 = 0 
The simplest way to choose the splitting of the function F is to keep the desired number of 
terms at the right-hand side of equation (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
aO < I, 
where 
O0 
Or0 = ~ [as[, 
j=0 
then the zero solution of equation (3.1)/s asymptotically stable. 
P~OOF. For the proof, let us apply the proposed procedure. The first step of the procedure is 
the following. 
(A) We put 
i -1 
Fl(i, yd = a0~, F2(i, y0,... ,y~) = ~-~ aj~-S. 
S=0 
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(B) Then, the auxiliary equation (2.6) has the form 
Xi+ l "~- aoXi, 
and analogously to the example in Section 2.2.1, the Liapunov function v is 
vCi,,~) = I*~1. 
(C) Hence, Vl(i, yo,..., y~)= lyd. 
(D) Then, as usual, by computing AV1, we get 
i 
Av1 _< (laol - 1)ly~l + ~ la~l ly~-sl, 
S=I 
(3.2) 
and we construct V2 in order to neglect he second addendum of (3.2) 
v2(~,yo , . . . , v , )  = 5-~ Iv,-,I ~-~ lajl. 
l= l  j=l 
Thus, 
AV <- lla°[- l+ ~-~lasl) 
and Theorem 2.1 is satisfied with 
i co 
v( i ,  yo , . . . , y , )  = ly, I + ~--~ ly,-,I ~-~ lasl, 
/=1 S=, 
(where the summation with the upper limit less than the lower one is assumed to be zero) and 
with 
Wl(X) = W2(X) = X, OJZ(X ) = (1 -- ao)X. 
Theorem 3.1 is proven. 1 
REMARK 3. i. The same stability condition can be obtained by using different Liapunov func- 
tionals. For example, 
i oo 
v(i, yo,. •., ~,) = y2 + no ~ v,L, ~ lasl. 
/=1 j=l 
In conclusion, let us remark that the procedure l ads to the stability condition 0 < 1 which 
represents highly severe restriction on the coefficients of the difference equation because it requires 
the absolute convergence of the series of the coefficients as. Moreover, we think that it represents 
only a part of the stability domain because, even for the simpler equation (2.11), it is a case. 
In order to treat with the series of the coefficients instead of their absolute values we can use 
representation (2.5) with v -- O. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that 
&2-1+21~o- 11 as <o, 
where ~o = ~=o as then, the zero solution of equation (3.1) is asymptotically stable. 
(3.3) 
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PROOF. 
CA) According to the procedure, like the example in Section 2.2.2, let 
OQ 
F1Ci, y,) =BOY,, F2(i, yo,.. . ,y , - , )  = - E y~_z ~-~ aj. (3.4) 
/ffil jffil 
(B) Hence, the auxiliary difference quation is Xi+l = ~oXi and the Liapunov functional is 
~(i, ~,) = ~. 
(C) From (2.9) of the procedure, we get 
Yl(~, Y0 , . . . ,  ~/i) -~ [~/i -- F2(~, Yo, . . .  , Yi-1)] 2. 
(D) Since 
we have 
Yi+l -- f2(~ + 1, Yo, . . . ,  Yi) = I~oY~ - F2(i, Yo, . . . ,  Yi-1),  
AVI = (]~o 2 - I) y2 + 2(1 - l~o)y, F2(i, yo, . . .  ,Yi-l) 
-< (N - I) y2 + I1 - & l  ~ at 21y~l y~-zl 
/----1 
/----1 j=l /=1 
(3.5) 
Therefore, putting 
oo  oo  
lffil jffil kf f i j  
we have 
a~-  ~-~, y2_~ at AV2 = [ l -~o l  
lffil jffil 
From (3.5) and (3.6), it follows that 
(3.6) 
j f~aj 
AV _< y~ [~ - 1 + 2[j~0 - 1[~], ~ = Z • 
/ - -1  
Remark, that if the expression in square brackets at the last inequality is negative, then 6 < 1. 
So, by virtue of Remark 2.1, we obtain the assertion of Theorem 3.2 about asymptotic stability 
of equation (3.1). l 
Stress that if aj --- 0 for j _> 2, then stability condition (3.3) coincides with (2.19). 
3.2.  The  Case  r = i 
Assume now that ~ -- 1. Then, the number of various ways to realize the procedure is increas- 
ing. In the rest of the section, we consider some of them and we report the form of expression 
for F~, V~ and the corresponding stability conditions, but for the sake of brevity, we do not 
illustrate all the steps of the procedure in detail. 
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oo 
~2 = ~ lajl, ;1 --- Id12 + aod221 + d221all + ~2, 
jffi2 
where d12 -- d21, d22 are given by formulae (2.22). 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that the coefficients ao, al satisfy inequa//ties (2.12) and a/so 
~21d12 + aod22[ < I, c~2(d22 + [at[ + ")'1) < 1, (3.7) 
then the zero solution of equation (3.1) is asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Use the representation (2.4) for equation (3.1) with r = 1 and 
i 
F1(i, y~-l,yd = ~oy~ + aly~-l, F2(i,~0,... ,y~) = ~ ajy~_~. 
jffi2 
Then analogously to the example in Section 2.2.3, we put 
Vl = [~//-1, ~i]D[~/i-1, Yi] T , 
where the 2 x 2 symmetric matrix D is positive definite and satisfies 
ATDA-D=- I2 '  A=(  oal 1 ) .  
From the assumption ofTheorem 3.3, it follows that matrix D is given by relations (2.22). Now, 
let us compute AV1 
AV1 = [yi, ao -b alyi-1 + F2(i)]D[yd, ao + all/ i-1 + F2(i)] T - [Yi-1,11d]D[lld-l,lld] T
.~. _y2 _ I12_i .~_ 2yi(dl2 + aod22)F2(i) + 2yd-lald22F2(i) + d22F2(i) 2, 
where of course F2(i) stands for F2(i, Yo, . . . ,  Yi). Hence, taking into account hat  
i i i 
2y~  ajyi-j <_ y~ ~ laj[ + ~ [aj[y2_j, (3.8) 
jffi2 jffi2 i f2  
and that  for the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
(z /' i i i ajy,_j _< ~la j l~  la¢l~,-¢, (3.9) 
\~ffi2 / jffi2 ~ffi2 
it follows that 
AV1 <_ (-1 + a21d12 + aod221)y~ + (-1 + o~2d221a~l)y~_~ +'7~ ~ la~ly~_~. 
.f=2 
Therefore, V~ is talon in the form 
oo  
1=2 jffil 
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and for V = V1 + V2, we obtain 
2 AV < (-1 + a21d12 + aod221)y 2 + (-1 + a2d221a11 + 9"~a2)y¢_~, 
and from the hypotheses ofthe theorem the result hat equation (3.1) is asymptotically stable. | 
REMARK 3.2. Note, that stability conditions (3.7) involve only the sum of absolute values of 
coefficients aj beginning with j = 2. In addition, if aj = 0, j ~ 2 such conditions coincides 
with (2.12), and thus, in this case they represent optimal conditions. 
Let us introduce the following notations: 
Oo 
/~1 = E aj, 
j=l 
9'2 ---- -d12 - aod22 4- d22, 
co j=~aj 
9'4 = E 
l=2 
9'3 = -]31d22 + d12, (3.10) 
where as previously d12 -- d21, d22 are defined by (2.22). 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that the following conditions are valid: 
9'4 < 1, 9'4([9'21 + 21~3l) < 1, 1,6fl < 1, laol < -.~1 4- 1, 
then the zero solution of equation (3.1) is asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Let us take the representation (2.5) with 
Fl(i, Yi-1, Yi) = aoyi 4- alyi-1, 
~. oo  
e2( i ,  yo , . . .  , y , -1 )  = - a j  
/=2 j f l  
(3.11) 
Then, the auxiliary equations takes the form 
Xi+l ---- aoxi 4- ~lXi-1, 
which is the same as the example in Section 2.2.3 with al changed into ~1. Analogously to such 
an example, the Liapunov function v is 
vii, z~-l, zd  = (Z~-l, zdD(xi-1, xd ~, 
where the entries of the symmetric positive definite matrix D are given in (2.22) with al changed 
into ~I, and the constants ao and ~1 satisfy inequalities (2.12). 
Step (C) of the procedure gives 
v l ( i ,  ~0 , . . . ,  y~) = lye-l,  y~ - F2( i ) ]D[y~_l ,  ~, - F2(0]  T. (3.12) 
Then, since from (2.5) and (3.11), 
Yi+l - F2(~ -4- 1) = a0yi 4- ~i~i-1 - F2(~), 
the results 
AV 1 = -y i  2 - yi2....1 4- 2yiF2('/)9'2 4- 2y,i.- 1F2(i)")'3 . (3.13) 
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But, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain 




Finally, by putting 
oo oo 
v2(i, yo, y,) (l"r21 + I'wl) 2 ~ • " " ,  = Y i - I  ak  , 
/=2 j=l 
the following estimate for V = Vi + V2 holds: 
AV _< _y2 _ yi2__l + [,,/2[,~4yi2 + ,y2,y4yi21 + 2[,~3[,~4y2_i. 
(3.14) 
Hence, equation (3.1) is asymptotically stable under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4. | 
REMARK 3.3. Choosing another splitting of F either in the form (2.4) or (2.5), it would be 
possible to obtain different stability conditions. We refrain from illustrating them because the 
method of their deriving is essentially the same of which we already used in this section. 
4. LINEAR VOLTERRA EQUATIONS WITH 
NONSTATIONARY COEFFICIENTS 
In this section, we consider the application of the procedure to the linear equations 
Yi+l = ~ ai,jYi- j ,  (4.1) 
jffio 
where aid are some constants given for i > 0, 0 < j < i. It is convenient to assume that ai j  = 0 
for j > i. 
As previously, because of awkwardness of calculations, we investigate only one and two steps 
auxiliary equations. Remark also that if a~,j do not depend on i, then the results of this section 
coincide with those of Section 3. 
4.1 .  The  Case  -r --  0 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that oo 
sup ~ lai+j,jl < 1, 
j=0 
then the zero solution of equation (4.1) is asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Let us use the representation (2.4) of equation (4.1) with 
i 
F 1 (i, yi) = ai,oYi, F2(i, Yo, . . . ,  Yi) ---- ~ a i jY i - j .  
Then, the auxiliary equation is 
Xi+I ~--- ai,OXi, 
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and we can take 
Hence, by virtue of (4.1) 
and consequently, 
v( i ,x , )  = Ixii, y l ( i ,  y0 , . . .  ,y~) = lu, I. 
i 
AV1 < (la,.ol - 1)I~',1 + ~ la,,.~l yjl, 
co  
v2 = ~ ly,-,I ~ I~,+~-,,Jl • 
/=1 jffil 
From (4.2) and (4.3), for V = V1 + V2 it follows the estimate 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
AV <_ -1  ÷ la,:+#,jl ly~.l. 
jffiO 
This implies that equation (4.1) is asymptotically stable under conditions Theorem 4.1. | 
This condition is analogous to the one derived in [8] for the linear multistep methods applied 
to Volterra integro-differential equations, with the aid of another functional, and coincides with 
stability condition obtained in [10]. 
Let us introduce the following notations: 
oo  
D0(i) = '~"~ a~.+l,l, ~o : infD0(/). 
/ffi0 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that 
sups(i) < o, 
i 
IN(i)[ < 1, sup )-'~,ai+~-~,l < 1, 
i j r1  I----3 
÷ ~ ai+l,l , 
jr1 
(4.4) 
then the zero solution of equation (4.1)/s asymptotica//y stable. 
PROOF. Take the representation (2.5) of equation (4.1) with ~ = 0. Analogously to (3.4), we 
assume 
Fl(i, y i )  = D0( i )Y i ,  
and since this time the coefficients depend on i, in order to get (2.5), we have to assume 
oo i--i co l 
/ffil jffii--I 1=1 j=l 
co l co co 
/----1 j----1 jffi l /ffij 
i co 
-~ ~ Yi-j ~ al+d-j,l. 
j----1 l---j 
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Then, Vl(i, Yo,..., Yi) = [Y~ - F2(i)] 2 and from (4.1), the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
~Vl = [&(i)y~ - F2(i)l 2 - [~ - F2(i)l 2 
= [~o(i) 2 - l]y 2 - 211 - ~0(i)]Y, ~ ~_~a,-j+IJy,-i 
j= l  l f j  
< 2 2 • 2 ~.~ oo ~_~ oo 
_ y,[ /~(z)- l ]+y, [1-& I ~a,_j+,,, + I i -&l  )--:a,_#+,,, ~2 .  
j=l l=j j=l l=j 
Now, as usual V2 must be constructed in order to neglect he last addendum of (4.5). We get 
i oo kffi~j v2(i, y0 , . . ,y , )  = I1-  201 ~ 2  ~ ~,+k-,,~, 
lffil jffii 
oo oo i oo 
Av2 -11  - ~1~, ) :  ~ a,+,,.,~ -I1 - x)ol ~ y,~-, ~.,-,+~,~ • 
j= l  kffi~ lffil kffil 
Under this choice for V = V1 + V2, the following estimate is valid: 
AV <_ y2 - 1 + [1 - ~o[ a,- j+l, l  + ~ a,+k,k • 
j--1 l f j  j--1 k-~j 
(4.5) 
Then, using Remark 2.1 to Theorem 2.1, we get stability conditions (4.4). Theorem 4.2 is 
proven. | 
4.2. The Case T = 1 
Investigate stability of equation (4.1) using the two steps auxiliary equations. Let us intro- 
duce 2 x 2 matrix Di as a solution of linear matrix equation 
A~D~+IA~-D~=-I2, i>_O,  A'=(  0a,,1 a,,ol ) .  (4.6) 
Assume that for all i, the following inequalities are valid: 
[a~,1[ < I, [a~,0[ < -a~,l + 1, (4.7) 
then there exists a unique positive definite symmetric matrix satisfying equations (4.6). In order 
to give the explicit expression of the solution of (4.6) let us denote with vec(M) [12, p. 410], 
the vector valued function which associates to a matrix M,  the vector formed by "stacking" the 
columns of M into one long vector. 
Then, the matrix D~+I satisfying (4.6) is given by 
vec(D,+1) = [12 - A, ~ ® A,]-I vec(12), 
where @ indicates the Kronecker product, and thus, its entries are equal to 
2 d11(i + 1) = 1 + ai,ld22(z + 1), d21(i + 1) = ai, lai,0(1 - ai,1)-1d22(i + 1), 
(4.8) 
d22(i -}- 1) = 2(1 - ai ,1)(1 -b a,,1) -1  [(1 - ai,1) 2 - a i20] -1 .  
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Let us denote 
oo  
a2(i) = ~ la,,51, 
5--2 
~z(i) = -1  + a2(i) ld~2(i) + ai,od22(i)l + IIADdh 
"~4(i) = -1  + ~2(i)d22(i)lai, l l  + IIADdl + ~1 Y~ lai-1+5,51, 
5--2 
where HAD H is a spectral norm of the matrix AD. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the following relations are valid: 
sup la~,xl < 1, sup[la~,ol + ai,i] < 1, sup'~s(i) < 0, sup'~4(i) < 0, 
i i i i 
then the zero solut ion o f  equat ion (4 .1 ) / s  asymptot i ca l ly  stable. 
PROOF. Use the representation (2.4) 
i 
F l ( i , y~- i ,y~)  = ai,oyi + a~,ly~-i, F2(i, yo,. . . ,YO = ~-~a~,~Y~-5, 
j=2 
where as usual, it is supposed that yi = 0 for i < 0. 
We put 
Vl ( i, Yo, . . . , Y,) = [Yi-1, y i ]D, [y i -  :, yi]T, 
where the matrix D( satisfies (4.6). From the form of V1, it follows that 
i_>0, (4.9) 
AVI = -y~ - yi2_l + 2[yi(d12(i) + a~,od22(i)) + y¢-la,,xd22(i)]F2(i) 
+ d22(i)F~(i) + [y~_~, yi]ADi[yi_l, yi]T, 
and by using inequalities (3.8) and (3.9), 
AVI < y~[--1 + ~2(i)Idl2(i) + a,,od22(i)l] + y2_:{-1 + ~2(i)d22(i)la,,il] 
i 
+ ~l(i) ~ la,,jty,2~ + [y~- l ,  yilAD,[y,-I, yi] T, 
i=2 
where 
-yl(i) = Id~2(i) + a,,od22(i)l + a22(i)la,,ll + ~2(i)d22(i), 
O0 
,~2(i) -- ~ la, , j l  • 
j=2 
Now, denote by ~1 supremum ~l(i) with respect o i and consider the functional V2 
'~ oo 




Fi+I oo i oo ] 
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From (4.10) and (4.11) it follows that for AV, where V = V1 + V2, the following estimate is valid: 
AV _< "y3($)V 2 -}-"74(i)~'2_1 . 
Consequently, equation (4.1) is asymptotically stable under assumptions of Theorem 4.3. | 
We add an estimate of IIAD,_IlI2 which can be found in [13]. 
I I&D, II < IICA, ® A, - 2"4) -111 I la(A, ® A,)II IICA,+" A,+I - 14) -111. 
Remark also that the results of Sections 3 and 4 can be generalized to the case of systen~ of 
difference quations. 
5. NONLINEAR VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
The proposed procedure for stability investigation keeps its validity for some nonlinear Volterra 
equations. 
EXAMPLE. Consider first the following system of two equations: 
Vi+* = cyi  1 + b jz  , 
j=O 
Xi+ 1 = Za jzd_ j ,  
j r0  
where a j, c and bj > 0 are prescribed constants. 
Let Y~ = [V,, z~] T and 
i oo 
X 2 2 +SO~ i-lZlGjh V(i, Yo, . . . ,  Y~) = V 2 + zi 
1=1 j f l  
In view of (5.1), we have 
OO 
s0 -- ~ lajl. 
i 




Consequently, the results 
AV <_ (c 2 -  1) y~ + (ao-  1)x~, 
and this implies that the zero solution of equation (5.1) is asymptotically stable if 
icl < 1, a0 < 1. 
If c = 0, we get the stability condition ao < 1 derived in Theorem 3.1. 
A similar way can be obtained, stability conditions for nonlinear equations 
i 
~i+1 = ZF(j, Wi-j), i > 0, Yi E R", FCj,0) = 0, (5.2) 
jffiO 
where R n is equipped with the norm II" U. It is assumed that F(j ,  y) is continuously differentiable 
in a domain IlVll < r for some r > 0, with respect o the second argument it. 
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Denote by f( j ,  y) the Jacobi matrix of equation (5.2), i.e., 
f( j ,  y) = OF(j, y) 
Oy ' 
and put 
a s = sup  I lY( J ,y) l la .  
Ilyll<r 
Here II • II1 is a matrix norm subordinated to the norm in R n, i.e., 
II/(J,Y)lla = sup IIf(J,y)xll Ilxll -a. 
Ilxll~O 
THEOREM 5.1. The zero solution of equation (5.2) is asymptoticM1y stable under conditions 
oo  i oo  
Z as < 1, Z Z aj < oo. (5.3) 
j=--O I=1 3=1 
PROOF. Put 
Then, 
yx(i, yo,. . . ,  u,) = Ily, ll, 
oo  
v2(i, yo,... ,y,) = ~ Ily,-~ll ~ at. (5.4) 
/--1 Sffil 
i 
AV1 --Ily,+lll- Ilydl-< ~ I IF(j,u,-s)ll- IlYdl. 
S--0 
Since in the domain Ilyll < r, 
the result 
fo 
F(j, y) = f(j, sy)y ds, 
~0 
1 
IIF(j,Y)II <_ IIf(j, sy)lhllYll ds <_ asllYll, 
and therefore, 
i 
ava <_ ~"'~as Ily~-sll - I lu, ll. 
j---0 
From hbre and (5.4), it follows that 
AV _< - I - Y~aS Ilydl, 
S---0 
which gives the stability conditions (5.3) immediately and Theorem 5.1 is proven. | 
In a similar way, one can prove that just the same asymptotic stability conditions (5.3) of the 
zero solution takes place for equations 
u,+1 = ~ f(J, y,-s)y,-~, 
j=o 
Yi E R n, 
and also for 
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Y,+I = Z F(j,  y,_~), 
jffio 
y~ ~ R n, 
with 
I IF( j ,  Y~-J)II -< aj IlY,-.~II • 
This stability condition is also obtained in [9] by using comparison theorem. 
In particular, in the case of one step process 
Y~+I = F(i, yi), 
stability condition has the form 
IIF(i,~,~)ll < Ilu~ll. 
This result was previously obtained in [14]. 
6. THE APPL ICAT ION TO VOLTERRA 
L INEAR MULT ISTEP  METHODS 
In this section, we want to apply the results obtained by the proposed procedure to the case 
of Linear Multistep (VLM) methods for Volterra Integro-Differential equations (VIDE). 
To this purpose let us consider the following linear VIDE system: 
~0 ty'(t) = A(t)y(t) + k(t,s)y(s)ds, 
y(0) = yo, 
te[0,T] ,  yeR n, (6.1) 
and the k-step VLM method 
k k k 
ajy,+j = h ~ ~jA(t,+j)y,+j + h Z /~jf(t,+j), 
j=o iffio jffio 
(i > 0), (6.2) 
where the numerical solution y~ approximates the true solution y(t) in the point ti = ih, h be- 
ing the stepsize and aj,/3j, j -- 0, . . . ,  k prescribed coefficients which usually characterize 
an ODE Linear Multistep method (LM). Moreover, the lag term F(t) is an approximation 
of fo kit, s)y(s) ds, i.e., 
d 
Fit,) = h ~ w,,rkCt,,tr)~r, 
r----0 
and wd,r are the coefficients of suitable quadrature formulas. 
A sufficient condition for the stability of the zero solution of (6.2) was already obtained by 
the authors in [8]. As we wrote in that paper, such condition had an interest more theoretical 
than practical, since we axe not sure it verifies even if the stepsize h goes to zero. Now, with the 
stability condition obtained in Theorem 4.1, we are able to satisfy this need. 
Before proving the next theorem, we need the following notations: 
P~(h) = [akin - h~kA(t~+~) - h2[3kw~+k.~+kk(t~+k,t~+k)] -1 e R '*x'*, (6.3) 
Tj,r(h) = -a j I , ,  + h~jA(tr), j = 0, . . . ,  k - 1 e R '~x'~, (6.4) 
k k 
p(x) = ~ ~=J,  ~(~) = ~ .  (6.5) 
j=o jffio 
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THEOREM 6.1. Assume that 
(i) Iwi~l _< w, i , r  > O, 
(ii) no roots of p(x) has modu/us greater than one, every root with modulus one is simple, 
(iii) there exists ho > 0 such that 
O0 
Vh • (0, ho), ~ [[hl~+~(h)k(t~+j+~,t~+~_x)[Ioo < r~,  
1=0 
where Fjk is independent of i and h. 
h <ho. 
PROOF. First of all, let us assume 
Then, the VLM method (6.2) is stable for every 
w~,j=O, i< j ,  y j=O,  j<O,  
and write (6.2) in the following form: 
k-1 i+k-1 k 
~,+k = R~(h)~rj,,+~(hly,+~  h~(h) ~ ~_,~,+j,~k(t,+~,t~ly~. 
jffi0 r=O j r0  
(6.29 
Then, we put 
~+k = [~j+l,..., yj+k] r • R ~", k~,j = k(t~, %), 
and in order to facilitate the application of the procedure we rewrite (6.2') in another vectorial 
form analogous to (4.1) 
~+k- 1 
Yi+k = 5i+~-,,o(h)Yi+k-1 + E G~+~-l,t(h)Yi+k-l-l, (6.6) 
/=0 
where Gi+k-l,0(h) and G~+k-,,/(h), belonging to R knxk", are defined as follows: 
G~+~-l,O(h) = 0 
R~'o,~ /~TI,~+I 
0 "" 0 
) I .  . . .  0 
P~T2,i,+2 "'" P,~Tk-l,,+k-1 
G~+k-1,1(h) = 
O 0 0 ... 
o oo i : :  




h2R4 E/~JtOi+J,i+k-l-lki+J,i+ k-l-I 
jffi0 
, /=0 , . . . , i+k-1 .  
Now, let us consider the matrix G ~- Gi+k-l,0(0): 
G = 
In 0 ... 0 / 
O0 0 In '"  0 
_ a_~O l .  _ a_! In  . . .  ak -  * l ,  `  
Oq¢ oq¢ Olk 
From the Hypothesis (ii) on p(x), there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix D such that 
x T (GTDG - D) x < O, Vx  6 R ~", (6.7) 
(see, e.g., [11, p. 204]). 
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In order to prove the stability of the zero solution of (6.2) for small h, we use the result given 
in Theorem 4.1 where the absolute value ]. I is substituted with the norm II • HD. 
I IGI ID = sup xTGTDGx; 
xT Dx=I 
in other words, we want to prove that 
{ G~÷k-l,0(h) D oo } l im + ~llG~+k-l+IJllD _ 1, 
h~0 /=0 
> o. (6.8) 
For the norm equivalence theorem there exits a constant C such that 
liG~+k-l+~#(h)llD ~-C I lG~+~- l+~#(h) l [oo  
= Wi+j+l , i+k- lR i+ l  i+ j+ l , i+k-1  • 
j :O  ,~  




Finally, from (6.7), the results 
OO 
lim ~ [[Gi+k-l+l.IHD ---- 0. (6.9) 
h--*0 
I=0 
sup xT GT DGx <_ 1, 
zTDz=I  
and consequently, 
lim H(~+k_l,0(h)H <1, 
h--*0 D 
which together with (6.9) proves (6.8). | 
EXAMPLES. Let us consider the following scalar convolution VIDE: 
y'(t)  = ~y(t)  - e -c ' - , )y (8 )  ds, ~(0) = ~o, ~ _< O. 
Theorem 6.1 allows us to prove the stability for h sufficiently small of the VLM methods charac- 
terized by the trapezoidal LM method for ODEs and the repeated trapezoidal quadrature rule, 
or by the backward Euler method and the related repeated quadrature formula. 
REMARK 6.1. Let us put ACt ) = A and K(t,s) - 0 so that (6.1) become the ODE system 
y'Ct) = A~(t) ,  ~(o) = yo, 
and (6.2) becomes a classical ODE LM method. Now, we want to verify whether the conditions 
suggested by the procedure are general enough to give rise to the known stability condition for 
ODE linear multietep methods. 
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Namely, in this case, (6.6) becomes 
~+~ = G~+k-l,o(h)~+k-1, (6.10) 
where 
Gi+k-l,o(h) --- G(h) 
o 
= ((akl,,-h~kA):l(-ao"t-h~6oA) 
I T t  ' ' '  
0 
( a~ h,---h~k A)- 1 (_el  + h[31 A) ... 
It can be easily proven that the eigenvalues of G(h) are the roots of the product 
n 
] ' I  - 
j--1 
where p(x) and a(x) are given in (6.5) and Aj are the eigenvalues of A. 
Let us fix h in such a way that {hA1 .. . .  , hAn} belongs to the stability region of the LM ODE 
method, then there exists a positive matrix D(h)  such that the quadratic form xV[G(h)VD(h)  
G(h) - D(h)]x is negative semidefmite. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 6.1, the stability 
of (6.6) is proven by applying Theorem 4.1 with I" I = I1" liD(h). 
In conclusion, we can claim that if the integro-differential system reduces to an ODE one, the 
stability condition of Theorem 4.1 reduces to the classical known stability conditions for ODE 
LM methods. 
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